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ABSTRACT
Desorptive capacity is the organisational ability to transfer internal knowledge to external actors to obtain competitive advantage. We distinguish two forms of desorptive capacity to investigate how organisations active in emerging technology domains explore and exploit opportunities to match internally developed technology to external needs. We also focus on management innovation – the ability to create or revise organisational structures or processes – as a potential antecedent of desorptive capacity. From a study of 84 synthetic biology organisations we found that explorative and exploitative desorptive capacity mediate the relationship between management innovation and external technology commercialisation. The study provides empirical evidence of the existence and interdependence of different managerial and organisational processes required for external technology commercialisation. We underscore how organisations can valorise technological assets strategically through management innovation and by achieving a fit between internal practices and the technological base of potential technology adopters.
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1. Introduction
For organisations that are pursuing technological innovation in emerging domains, collaboration is a means of mitigating commercial risks. One specific form of collaboration relates to the commercialisation of internally developed technology through other organisations, a strategy also known as external technology commercialisation (ETC) (Masucci, Brusoni, and Cennamo 2020). Connecting with other organisations active in similar technology ecosystems is likely to increase external awareness of an organisation’s technology portfolio (Spigel 2017). While the organisational capacity to create and maintain relationships for ETC may be important, it is unclear how this capacity might be developed. Several studies have focused on the need for organisations to have the capability to externalise technologies (e.g. Hu, McNamara, and McLoughlin 2015; Lichtenthaler 2009), there are still questions regarding the nature of knowledge management processes that enable success in ETC, and also about particular capacities organisations should have to enable such processes (Denford and Ferriss 2018). In this study we investigate important aspects of these organisational
capacities and their relationship to ETC. Applying the concept of desorptive capacity (DC) – defined as the organisational ability to transfer knowledge strategically to another party (Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler 2010) – we clarify different types of DC that are required to facilitate ETC. Our findings are particularly relevant for organisations that are active in emerging technology domains, where few external parties are available for ETC and dealing with scarce opportunities requires therefore a higher level of skills and attention.

This paper is structured as follows. First, we construct a theoretical framework in which we distinguish two forms of DC. Explorative DC, on the one hand, is based on having dedicated organisational structures and processes in place to help an organisation explore opportunities for ETC. Exploitative DC, on the other hand, is based on structures and processes oriented towards capitalising on opportunities for ETC that have already been identified. Then, we elaborate on our methodological approach in which we analyse data from a longitudinal survey in the emerging domain of synthetic biology. In this analysis we also test whether the ability of organisations to introduce new or revise organisational structures and processes – an ability referred to as management innovation (Birkinshaw, Hamel, and Mol 2008; Volberda, van den Bosch and Mihalache 2014) – is related to success in ECT.

2. Theory and hypotheses

2.1. The relationship between external technology commercialisation and desorptive capacity

History has shown that collaboration has often been central in driving technological innovation. Collaboration can provide various benefits for organisations, including lower R&D costs and access to external capital and complementary knowledge (Khanagha et al. 2020; Volberda, Oshri and Mom 2012). Collaboration can also help organisations to expand their innovation output, commercialise basic research in emerging areas, shorten their time to market, open up new markets, or give themselves greater flexibility in R&D (Gassmann and Enkel 2004).

External technology commercialisation (ETC) is the process by which organisations communicate or sell their interim technologies to other interested actors within their value network. ETC enables organisations to generate revenues through technology licensing, to improve their access to other external technologies through cross-licensing, and to develop and diffuse technologies by exploiting positive network externalities (Rivette and Kline 2000; Nambisan and Sawhney 2011). Additionally, ETC can limit the scope and cost of internal R&D, can positively influence technology standardisation and can provide organisations with feedback from other organisations that are exploiting the technology (Lichtenthaler 2006). It is also said to give them the capacity to change their innovation processes to make these more network-centric, and in turbulent environments it allows them to optimise value capture from technology (Gambardella, Giuri, and Luzzi 2007).

2.1.1. Knowledge exchange in external technology commercialisation

It has been argued that the soft elements involved in the technology complex should not be underestimated (Fleck and Howells 2001), which stresses the importance of knowledge management for realising ETC. Previous studies on open innovation have indicated that the amount of know-how transferred may affect how successful an organisation is at exploiting its intellectual property rights (Ziegler et al. 2013). Organisations can harness the power that resides in the transfer of specific knowledge across organisational boundaries (Chesbrough 2003) and its diffusion within networks (Müller-Seitz 2012). Transferring knowledge across organisational boundaries to inform external parties about an organisation’s technology portfolio can enhance organisational performance (Ahn, Mortara, and Marshall 2013). It has also been shown that organisations can strategically steer the complementary activities of external agents and can thus improve their own position in technology ecosystems (Cennamo 2018; Masucci, Brusoni, and Cennamo 2020). Moreover, ‘selective knowledge revealing’ can be a strategic mechanism to reshape collaborative behaviour in innovation, particularly when there is a high
cost of coordination, a high level of uncertainty regarding available suitable partners, and unwillingness among existing partners to collaborate (Alexy, George, and Salter 2013).

A related concept that has been developed to understand and manage knowledge flows between organisations is desorptive capacity (Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler 2010). Complementing absorptive capacity (AC), which is associated with the inward transfer of knowledge that is external to the organisation (Cohen and Levinthal 1990), desorptive capacity (DC) is associated with the outward transfer of knowledge that is internal to the organisation. Desorptive capacity can improve access to new markets, increase visibility for an organisation’s technology portfolio, improve technological venturing and supply chain positioning, and influence technology standardisation processes (Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler 2010; Hu, McNamara, and McLoughlin 2015).

2.1.2. Explorative and exploitative desorptive capacity

A number of stages can be identified in connection to outward transfer of knowledge. To commercialise technologies externally, organisations require the capability to identify and evaluate opportunities for commercialisation. Then, it is important for them to have the capability to utilise such opportunities so that they can satisfy customer needs. This potential multidimensionality of desorative capacity was also shown by other studies focusing on the relationship between ambidexterity and organisational performance in supply chains (Yang et al. 2014; Roldán Bravo et al. 2019). Desorative capacity is not just about the actual transfer of knowledge, but it also concerns protecting that knowledge to secure core competitive advantages for an organisation. Moreover, processes such as opportunity identification, exploration, exploitation, and knowledge transfer are essential throughout the process (Lichtenthaler and Lichtenthaler 2010; Ziegler et al. 2013).

Thus, in the context of ETC, an organisation’s desorative capacity can be divided into two distinct types:

- Explorative desorative capacity mainly concerns finding opportunities for ETC. Organisations need information on how and where ETC can be achieved. As there are relatively few organisations involved in these new technologies and their activities can be difficult to spot, organisations require the capacity to search for and identify opportunities for ETC. Organisations need to monitor external parties to understand more about the competences and resources other organisations require. Additionally, they must be able to present their technologies effectively to external parties to initiate potential ETC projects.

- Exploitative desorative capacity mainly concerns capitalising on the identified opportunities for ETC. Once the technology has been presented to external parties and new ETC projects have been initiated, organisations need to deepen their knowledge of potential partners. Organisational settings and mechanisms are managed to facilitate external technology commercialisation projects and develop relations with external partners for ETC. Through periodic meetings, the impact of ETC on the products and services of external parties can be discussed. Also, coordinated interaction with external parties helps organisations to refine the development of their internal technology so that they can meet evolving external technological needs and provide better customer value.

As it is likely that organisations active in emerging technology domains will have a strong incentive to realise ETC, they need dedicated structures and processes to both explore and exploit opportunities for ETC. We therefore hypothesise that, for organisations active in these domains, both explorative DC and exploitative DC will be positively related to success in ETC.

Hypothesis 1: For organisations involved in emerging technology domains, explorative desorative capacity and exploitative desorative capacity are positively related to successful external technology commercialisation.

2.2. The relationship between management innovation, desorative capacity, and external technology commercialisation

Processes and structures that enable organisations to inform external parties about their technological offerings – i.e. explorative and exploitative desorative capacity – are crucial for organisations
oriented towards ETC. However, a changing external environment can influence the conditions under which organisations can collaborate and they might therefore need to reassess or revise the processes and structures used for this. For organisations active in emerging technology domains, which are by nature dynamic and unstable, the ability to adapt has been argued to be particularly important (Volberda 1996; Khanagha et al. 2018). Under such conditions, the notion of fit – the degree to which organisational practices involved in technology development are compatible with the technological base and requirements of potential adopters – needs to be considered.

Ensuring a fit with multiple heterogeneous receivers of knowledge requires continuous reconsid-eration of organisational systems, processes, and practices, which has been referred to as manage-ment innovation. Management innovation (MI) is the organisational ability to introduce managerial initiatives that result in new or revised organisational strategies, structures, administrative pro-cedures, and systems (Damanpour and Aravind 2012). In the development of emerging technol-ogies, MI is likely to become increasingly relevant (Khanagha, Volberda, and Oshri 2017). It has been argued not only to complement technological innovation (Khanagha et al. 2013) but even to make technological innovation work and to drive competitive advantage (Birkinshaw, Hamel, and Mol 2008; Volberda, van den Bosch and Mihalache 2014). The relationship between MI and open innovation has been explored in other contexts as well. For example, in a study of SMEs, it was shown that several characteristics of a CEO – such as positive attitude, entrepreneurial orientation, patience, or educational background – can play differing roles in facilitating various aspects of open innovation (Ahn, Minshall, and Mortara 2017).

2.2.1. Management innovation and environmental dynamism
MI might facilitate a dynamic fit between organisational routines and the market for knowledge, and may thus be important for organisational performance. As discussions on organisational fit have con-sidered learning processes and knowledge transfer to provide ways of managing uncertainty (Bikh-chandani, Hirshleifer, and Welch 1998), MI might be crucial and particularly for improving and maintaining the DC required for ETC. As ETC requires both communication and collaboration with a wide and changing range of partners, organisations will require the ability to assess and revise the processes and structures they use to identify stakeholder needs and bring on board potential partners. Organisations need to be able to assess their core capabilities and business models by evalu-ating what technological know-how they are importing or exporting, enabling them then to adjust those models and capabilities as needed to fit with changing business environments (Grönlund, Sjödin, and Frishammar 2010). It can therefore be argued that because MI can potentially enable organisations to critically assess and adjust their DC processes and structures, it is important for realising ETC.

While MI is often a response to environmental dynamism, the actions taken are focused mainly on internal operations. It is not likely that there is a direct causal relationship between MI and ETC; it is more likely that other abilities help to create a fit between them. Organisations often need knowledge-based capacities to link internally oriented abilities to those that are more externally oriented. For example, one study showed that organisational learning can mediate the relationship between investment in IT technology and organisational performance (Tippins and Sohi 2003). For ETC, pro cesses related to explorative and exploitative desorative capacity may benefit from a flexibility and orientation towards change that MI provides.

It is therefore likely that MI will have an indirect effect on ETC that is mediated by DC. Organisations require the capacity to purposefully extend their resource base and reconfigure their existing knowledge interfaces to adapt to changing environments and external needs (Helfat et al. 2007; Volberda, Foss and Lyles 2010). Therefore, we argue that:

Hypothesis 2: For organisations involved in emerging domains, explorative desorative capacity and exploitative desorative capacity mediate the relationship between management innovation and external technology commercialisation.
3. Data and methodological approach

3.1. Operationalisation of the conceptual model

The conceptual model was operationalised using one dependent variable (external technology commercialisation), one independent variable (management innovation), two mediating variables (explorative and exploitative desorptive capacity) and two control variables (organisation size and organisation age) (Appendix, Table A1). Constructs were based on literature review and expert assessment (Bagozzi 1994), and were partly adapted from existing related scales. Feedback was obtained from various experts who internally reviewed and pre-tested the designed constructs. This feedback was used to optimise the comprehensiveness and interpretation of the final set of items.

The designed constructs were validated to determine their quality (Churchill 1979; Gerbing and Anderson 1988; Straub and Gefen 2004). Convergent and discriminant validity tests were performed using multi-trait scaling. Analysing the correlations of items within and between constructs enabled us to optimise the selection of items used for structural equation modelling (Table A2, Appendix). Additionally, we carried out Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) tests to measure sampling adequacy by assessing the degree of collinearity of the designed constructs (Tabachnick and Fidell 2012). Cronbach’s alpha was calculated to measure internal consistency (Cronbach 1961). To determine the fit of the measured constructs (Cheung and Rensvold 2002), a confirmatory factor analysis was conducted using the comparative fit index (CFI) and the Tucker Lewis index (TLI). The root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) was measured to evaluate the fit of the data to the constructs (Hu and Bentler 1999).

An analysis of non-response bias was performed by comparing the sample data to other external data sources on the characteristics of the sampled organisations. Common method bias was assessed using a Harman’s single factor score to test whether variations in the data collected could potentially be caused by our data collection instrument (Podsakoff et al. 2003).

All items used a five-point scale, ranging from (1) ‘totally disagree’ to (5) ‘totally agree’. Variables were calculated by averaging the combined items, including a correction for reversed items.

Figure 1 shows the model, including the hypothesised relationships.

3.1.1. Dependent variable – external technology commercialisation

For ETC, we designed a construct that covered three key aspects:

![Figure 1. Conceptual model regarding the relationship between management innovation, desorptive capacity, and external technology commercialization.](image-url)
• **Implementation:** The commercialisation of technology has been shown to vary substantially across organisations and industry sectors (Chesbrough 2003) and to be influenced by the presence of technology brokers and by an organisation’s access to knowledge and intellectual property rights (Howells 2006).

• **Financial gains:** ETC can generate revenues for an organisation through technology licensing (Rivette and Kline 2000), and can also capture technology-based value in highly turbulent settings (Gambardella, Giuri, and Luzzi 2007).

• **Strategic goals:** ETC has been argued to play a potentially important part within an organisation’s overall strategy (Arora, Fosfuri, and Gambardella 2001), especially in terms of how innovation networks are used (Nambisan and Sawhney 2011; Gambardella, Giuri, and Luzzi 2007).

These aspects were converted into three items (Appendix, Table A1). Factor analysis (principle component analysis; KMO = 0.68) indicated a determinant of 0.26. The construct had a good reliability (α = 0.84).2 Confirmatory factor analysis indicated a good fit.

### 3.1.2. Independent variable – management innovation

For MI, we used a construct developed by Vaccaro et al. (2012), building on an article by Birkinshaw, Hamel, and Mol (2008). MI consisted of six items, representing six areas of organisational management. MI measured the extent to which these areas were changed or updated. Factor analysis (principle component analysis; KMO = 0.85) indicated a determinant of 0.09. Reliability of the construct was α = 0.85. Confirmatory factor analysis indicated a good fit (one factor, CFI = 0.998, TLI = 0.997, RMSEA = 0.02).

### 3.1.3. Mediating variables – explorative and exploitative desorptive capacity

Given the importance of two different forms of desorptive capacity (explorative and exploitative) for ETC, we designed two separate constructs. Both constructs were designed by adapting validated scales for measuring absorptive capacity (Jansen, van den Bosch, and Volberda 2005). We adapted certain items to address specifically the outbound transmission of internal knowledge.

For explorative DC, we designed a construct to measure how organisations acquire information on the availability and suitability of potential partners for collaboration, and to whom they can then transfer knowledge regarding opportunities for ETC. The construct also measured the intensity of interactions with potential collaboration partners, as well as the ability of those partners to analyse and comprehend the knowledge transferred to them. The construct covered:

• **Searching:** To identify opportunities for ETC, organisations need to pursue knowledge (March 1991) and look out for potential collaboration partners.

• **Monitoring:** Organisations need to screen the knowledge they obtain and interact with potential collaboration partners so that they can determine which ones will be best (Stiglitz 2002).

• **Initiation:** Once suitable partners have been identified for ETC, organisations need to set up possible collaboration projects and disclose specific knowledge relating to the technology they are developing (Fontana, Geuna, and Matt 2006).

These aspects were converted into six items, but after multi-trait scaling the number was reduced to four (Appendix, Tables A1 and A2). Factor analysis (principle component; KMO = 0.68) indicated a determinant of 0.44 and no multicollinearity. Reliability was α = 0.69. Confirmatory factor analysis indicated a good fit (one factor, CFI = 0.981, TLI = 0.942, RMSEA = 0.086).

For exploitative DC, we designed a construct to measure the extent to which organisations are able to strategically transform the knowledge acquired into opportunities for ETC, and the extent to which they are able to utilise the identified opportunities. The construct covered:
• **Customer interaction**: Interaction with customers allows organisations to refine and add to their existing knowledge so that they can provide additional or better value to customers (March 1991).

• **Organisational setting and mechanisms**: Organisations require specific systems and procedures for transferring knowledge and arriving at rational ways of dealing with operational uncertainty (Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer, and Welch 1998).

• **Coordination of personal tasks**: To recognise the needs of external actors and facilitate internal reflection on such knowledge, the tasks of the staff involved need to be well coordinated (Cohen and Levinthal 1990).

These aspects were converted into seven items (Appendix, Table A1). Factor analysis (principle component; KMO = 0.85) indicated a determinant of 0.070 and no multicollinearity. Reliability was \( \alpha = 0.83 \). Confirmatory factor analysis indicated a good fit (one factor, CFI = 0.957, TLI = 0.935, RMSEA = 0.085).

### 3.1.4. Control variable

Organisation size was used as control variable. Respondents were asked how many employees work within the organisation (full-time equivalents). It is assumed that larger organisations are less adaptable than smaller organisations, implying a potential relationship between organisation size and MI in emerging technology domains. Due to such increased flexibility of smaller organisations, they are also more likely to adopt open innovation practices and have fewer barriers to knowledge sharing (Tranekjer and Knudsen 2012). Furthermore, as the development of emerging technology is relatively resource-intense, it is likely that larger organisations are more able to keep R&D processes in-house. Also, larger organisations might be expected to have more diverse portfolios, containing more established technologies, compared to smaller organisations.

### 3.1.5. Total measurement model

We conducted confirmatory factor analysis for the complete measurement model (four factors, CFI = 0.845, TLI = 0.820, RMSEA = 0.095). Given our sample size and the relatively small number of items measured within the constructs, the model fit can be considered adequate. We carried out an additional test to determine the multidimensional nature of desorptive capacity. For this, we analysed whether the model fit might be better if the variables measuring explorative and exploitative DC were combined into a single multidimensional construct. Analysis showed that with a multidimensional construct of this kind, the model fitted less well (three factors, CFI = 0.840, TLI = 0.818, RMSEA = 0.095).³

### 3.2. Data collection and research context

#### 3.2.1. Survey methodology

A survey was used to collect the data (Tanur 1983). To reduce measurement error and social desirability, the survey was pre-tested and reformulated after being reviewed by experts (Bagozzi 1994). Data for this study were collected using the online survey tool Globalpark-Questback.⁴ The questionnaire was directed to collect data at the organisation level. Reflecting the emerging nature of synthetic biology and the distinctive technologies involved, conventional databanks containing organisational profiles do not offer an adequate way of sampling organisations working in synthetic biology. The Linkedn Synthetic Biology Interest Group (SyBIG) was therefore used to identify and make contact with synthetic biology organisations.

#### 3.2.2. Measurements and sample characteristics

As there can be both sequential and synchronous patterns in the relationship between MI and technological innovation (Damanpour 2014), we collected longitudinal data, taking two measurements approximately one year apart. Having a second measurement enables us to correct for potential time
lags between MI, DC, and ETC. Moreover, using multiple measurements will reduce bias and response variability.

### 3.2.2.1. First and second measurements

The first measurement included all the variables and constructs relating to our model. All 1690 members of the LinkedIn SyBIG interest group were invited to participate in the survey, representing 961 organisations. In total 134 organisations responded (14%); representatives from 84 of these organisations subsequently completed all questions relating to the constructs analysed (completion rate of 63%). Non-response bias analysis indicated that the characteristics of respondents corresponded to the expected characteristics of actors involved in synthetic biology R&D (van Doren, Koenigstein, and Reiss 2013). Table 1 provides an overview of the sample characteristics.

For the second measurement, we only approached those organisations that had completed the first measurement. Our second measurement only concerned ETC. In total, 48 of the 84 organisations that had completed the first measurement participated in the second measurement (56%). No significant difference between the two measurements of ETC was found. Also, the two measurements significantly correlated. As no additional explanatory power could be extracted from the second measurement, only the first measurement was used for later structural equation modelling.

### 3.3. Structural equation modelling

The conceptual model (Figure 1) was tested by means of covariance-based structural equation modelling. The mediation model was tested using Baron and Kenny’s approach; conditions for mediation were met and no evidence of feedback was found (Baron and Kenny 1986). To assign accuracy measures to the sample estimates (Tenenhaus et al. 2005), we undertook bootstrapping with 2000 bootstrap samples and 95% bias-corrected confidence intervals.

### 4. Results

Table 2 gives an overview of the means, standard deviations, and correlations for the relevant variables. Given the high correlation between exploitative DC and exploitative DC (0.72), we calculated the variance inflation factors (VIF). As the VIFs for both exploitative DC (VIF = 2.1) and exploitative DC (VIF = 2.2) were below 5, we found no evidence of multicollinearity and both variables could be
Figure 2. Structural equation model. Effect sizes: DE = direct effect; TE = total effect; IE = indirect effect. The total effect (consisting of both the direct and indirect effect) is given only when an indirect effect was measured. For the relationship between management innovation and external technology commercialization, only the indirect effect is given (the direct effect was found to be insignificant). *** = p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; * p < 0.05; † p < 0.1. Organization age was used to control the dependent variable.

Table 3. Regression analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regression equation</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>P &gt; [t]</th>
<th>[95% confidence interval]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explorative desorptive capacity &lt;- Management innovation</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.12 / 0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploitative desorptive capacity &lt;- Explorative desorptive capacity</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>8.65</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.54 / 0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management innovation</td>
<td>0.15 / 0.20</td>
<td>0.07 / 0.069</td>
<td>2.04 / 2.90</td>
<td>0.041 / 0.003</td>
<td>0.006 / 0.29 / 0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External technology commercialization (ETC) &lt;- Explorative desorptive capacity</td>
<td>0.31 / 0.32</td>
<td>0.15 / 0.11</td>
<td>2.14 / 2.89</td>
<td>0.032 / 0.004</td>
<td>0.03 / 0.10 / 0.61 / 0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management innovation</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.15 / 0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−0.09 / 0.10 / 0.078</td>
<td>−0.87 / 0.10 / 0.078</td>
<td>−0.38 / −0.30 / −0.11 / 0.46</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisation size (logarithmic)</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>−0.01 / 0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The dependent variables of the analysed regressions are given in bold italics (<−); both direct and indirect effects of relevant variables are given (direct effect / indirect effect).

The analysis indicates that there is a positive relationship between DC and ETC for organisations involved in synthetic biology. This finding is in line with the notion that there are benefits to be gained from technological co-development (Carlson 2010), and also accords with similar partnering and clustering structures observed within the bio-pharmaceutical sector (Jones 2000). It is likely that many of these developments have co-evolved with organisational strategy oriented towards external relationships, the introduction of dedicated budgets for managing collaborations, and the reorganisation of internal practices to optimise external innovation activities (Bianchi et al. 2011).
The observed relationship between DC and ETC was especially strong in terms of the total effect of explorative DC on ETC. This finding shows that organisations in emerging technology domains give particular priority to identifying opportunities to collaborate on ETC. Various studies have indeed shown that organisations are more likely to invest only in developing those open innovation capacities that will meet organisational goals (Denford and Ferriss 2018). However, the strong relationship between explorative DC and exploitative DC – combined with exploitative DC’s significant effect on ETC – indicates that organisations also invest in how identified opportunities can be valorised, for example in technology commercialisation projects and meetings with interested partners.

The analysis also confirms that MI can indirectly influence organisational success in ETC. As we found it to have no direct effect on ETC, it provides evidence that DC processes play a mediating role in the relationship between MI and ETC. This finding has at least two implications. First, it confirms the multidimensionality of MI in relation to other organisational variables (Volberda, van den Bosch, and Heij 2013), and also supports previous more implicit findings that there might be an interplay between processes relating to MI, DC, and ETC (Walker, Damanpour, and Devece 2010). Second, there seems a certain directionality in these relationships. Although MI was found to have a significant direct effect on both explorative and exploitative DC, the direct effect of MI on explorative DC was considerably stronger.

This suggests exploration to be an important prerequisite for exploitation in the context of ETC. Without processes that enable proper search and identification of appropriate opportunities for collaboration, organisations seem unlikely to be able to sufficiently assess, coordinate, or manage potential partnerships and to be successful in ETC. However, the analysis also indicated that explorative DC has a strong indirect effect on ETC. This emphasises the mediating role of exploitative DC. Although it is not necessarily essential for organisations to have exploitative DC to succeed at ETC, having this capacity does seem to increase their chances of success.

6. Contributions

In general terms, our study on the emerging technology domain of synthetic biology provides a valuable empirical contribution to overall research on open innovation. Although previous studies have discussed how the effectiveness and adoption of open innovation are likely to be dependent on industry characteristics and business environments (Chesbrough and Crowther 2006), many of these studies have been conducted in more established technological sectors. There are limited empirical and context-specific studies available to verify whether these arguments also hold for emerging technology domains.

More specifically, the insights from our analysis enable us to make several theoretical contributions to the research field of outbound open innovation. Inherent to the concept of DC is the notion that various processes and capabilities are required for organisations to transfer technological assets successfully to external parties. Our results show that there is a positive relationship between having such a capacity and being successful in ETC. Additionally, this study aimed to bring out the multidimensionality of DC. This makes some elements of DC more explicit for analysis and can give us better understanding how these elements interact with each other. By distinguishing between explorative and exploitative DC, we were able to identify new causal and mediating relationships between organisational processes. Also, our study shows that MI can have an important indirect effect on ETC. As MI is mainly about internal operation, our study shows that both explorative and exploitative DC can mediate its effect on ETC. Instead of merely exploiting existing partnerships, organisations are able to achieve fit by using MI to identify new opportunities for collaboration and to diffuse technological knowledge and distribute assets.

Our study has managerial implications. It shows that where organisations make a strategic decision to pursue ETC, their success will depend on having the capacity to explore and exploit...
relevant opportunities. This might require investment in developing dedicated organisational structures. To make internally developed technology suitable for others, an organisation must be able to critically assess prospective partners regarding their potential value for the organisation. Also, such partners should be taken on board early-on in the development of a technology to avoid the costs of its misalignment with stakeholder needs. In addition to building capacity for outbound transfer of knowledge and technology, managers interested in ETC should try to create flexible structures that allow for both organisational routines and more novel practices. By allowing existing processes to be adapted in line with changing environmental conditions, an organisation is likely to increase its chances of aligning its explorative and exploitative DC processes with the needs of potential clients, thereby increasing its chances of succeeding at ETC.

The study also indirectly indicates that organisations must think carefully about their decision to go for ETC. The strong relationship between MI, DC, and ETC means that success in ETC is likely to require considerable investment in both DC and MI. Particularly for organisations that want to follow an open innovation strategy but are not yet able to do so, managers need to assess carefully whether they will be able to invest sufficiently in the desorptive capacity required. In situations where there is a high degree of uncertainty, the short-term benefits of creating a capacity for open innovation within the organisation might not justify the investment needed to interact with potential partners (Khanagha, Volberda, and Oshri 2017).

7. Limitations

When considering our findings, one needs to note the specific context in which the study was conducted, and conclusions should therefore be treated cautiously. While the use of LinkedIn is widespread among individuals and organisations involved in business and technology development, its integration into research designs for sampling organisations is novel.

Additionally, our sample was relatively small, giving us only limited data for analysis. Data availability challenges are inevitable when one wants to analyse emerging technology domains. There has been much discussion within the scientific community regarding required sample sizes (e.g. Tabachnick and Fidell 2012), with various studies arguing that there are conditions in which smaller sample sizes can be used for analysis when combined with bootstrapping (Preacher and Hayes 2004). Considering the relatively simple and unmoderated model underlying our hypotheses, the sample size is therefore unlikely to have influenced our key findings.

Another point that requires attention relates to the two forms of DC that were analysed. Although the analysis showed that both explorative and exploitative DC could be regarded as distinct forms of DC, it also showed a strong relationship between them. Future research could try to make an even finer distinction between the various organisational processes and structures relating to DC. This would help to specify the DC concept more precisely and would give organisations more insight into how they could optimise their DC.

8. Conclusion

Innovation has long been considered important in enabling organisations to improve their chances of survival and success. If one holds to the view that collaboration can help companies to mitigate the commercial risks associated with emerging technology, it seems likely that those working in these domains need to devise processes that make them better at realising outbound open innovation. Our analysis suggests that both MI and DC processes matter for the external commercialisation of technology. Our findings could be built on by studies that investigate the relationship between MI, DC, and ETC in both other emerging technology domains and mature technological domains. Through such efforts, the scientific basis for realising outbound open innovation is likely to strengthen.
Notes

1. We applied the rule of thumb of KMO being greater than 0.6 (e.g. see https://www.statisticshowto.datasciencecentral.com/kaiser-meyer-olkin/).
2. Calculating fit: CFI = 1.00, TLI = 1.00, RMSEA = 0.00. These fit measures occur since there are three variables (6 elements in the covariance matrix) measuring one latent variable (having 6 elements), implying 0 degrees of freedom. However, based on the internal consistency of the construct, it is assumed to be appropriate.
3. CFA of the multidimensional DC construct alone: one factor, CFI = 0.880, TLI = 0.850, RMSEA = 0.108. The decrease in fit is only modest, which can be explained by the relatively high correlation between explorative DC and exploitative DC (Table 2).
5. See also http://davidakenny.net/cm/mediate.htm and Kenny and Judd (2014).
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### Appendix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable type</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Construct items (including key aspect of variable, when applicable)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dependent variable</td>
<td>External technology commercialisation</td>
<td>In relation to our direct competitors, …</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• we are successful in external technology commercialisation <em>(implementation)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• we have considerably higher revenues from external technology commercialisation <em>(financial gains)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• we use external technology commercialisation more successfully in achieving our strategic goals <em>(strategic goals)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent variable</td>
<td>Management innovation</td>
<td>In order to respond to market changes, …</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• rules and procedures within our organisation are regularly renewed/updated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• we regularly make changes to our employees’ tasks and functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• our organisation regularly implements/updates new management systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• the policy with regard to compensation has been changed in the last three years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• the intra- and inter-departmental communication structure within our organisation is regularly updated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• we regularly alter/update certain elements of the organisational structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediating variable</td>
<td>Explorative desorptive capacity</td>
<td>• Our technologies are usually not suitable for external commercialisation purposes <em>(searching; inverse item)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• We regularly monitor the opportunities for external commercialisation of our technologies <em>(monitoring)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• We have frequent external interactions to present our technologies for external commercialisation <em>(monitoring)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• It takes quite some time for external players to understand how our technologies may be useful for them <em>(initiation; inverse item)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exploitative desorptive capacity</td>
<td>• We constantly inform external parties about the consequences of our technological advancement for their products and services <em>(customer interaction)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• We periodically meet external parties and discuss consequences of our technologies for their product development and marketing effort <em>(customer interaction)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• It is very challenging for us to grasp opportunities for external technology commercialisation <em>(organisational setting and mechanisms; inverse item)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• It is clearly known how to externally commercialise a technology <em>(organisational setting and mechanisms)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• We have decent organisational settings and mechanisms for managing external technology commercialisation projects <em>(organisational setting and mechanisms)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• The tasks of the different people involved in technology transfer are coordinated well <em>(coordination of personal tasks)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• For every external technology commercialisation project, there is a project leader who adequately coordinates all technology transfer activities <em>(coordination of personal tasks)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Scale</td>
<td>Scale 1 – ETC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETC – item 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.606804761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETC – item 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.777136879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETC – item 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.730434434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI – item 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.004034976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI – item 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.078104688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI – item 3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.033363167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI – item 4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>−0.049127396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI – item 5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.127697850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI – item 6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.141966965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explorative DC – item 1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.392602624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explorative DC – item 2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.493823480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explorative DC – item 3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.613842476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explorative DC – item 4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.366561811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explorative DC – item 5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.138652999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>explorative DC – item 6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.346773949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exploitative DC – item 1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.341559191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exploitative DC – item 2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.131998617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exploitative DC – item 3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.464925179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exploitative DC – item 4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.535559302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exploitative DC – item 5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.573062102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exploitative DC – item 6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.338402506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exploitative DC – item 7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.384470394</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>